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embarking on in this case, where there is not apparent uncertainty to
call for special constrnction. I am satisfied to take the paragraph lis it
reads, and interpret it according to the language which congress has
used. In the first part of the section there are certain rates of duty fixed
on different kinds and varietiel'1 of kid gloves; then there is a rate of
duty of a dollar per dozen on all men's gloves assessable in addition to
the rate of duty enumerated in the first part of the section, the language
being, "in addition to the above rates." If it happens that the goods
are pique or prick seam gloves, there is a duty of 50 cents a dozen as-
sessable in addition to the rates specified in the first part of the section,
but there is nothing in the paragraph to indicate that it is to be addi-
tional to anyone of the rates named in the latter part of the section. I
cannot see, therefore, that the phraseology following the words, "in ad..
dition to the above rates," contemplates a cumulative series of duties.
They are alternative. Under whichever one or the other of the four
classes the gloves may fall, they are to pay the duty prescribed for that
class, in addition to the rate of duty which was fixed in the earlier part
of the section. If they fall equally under two or more of the classes
named in the latter part of the section, then they shall pay the rate of
duty of the highest class within which they may properly be included.
Section 5. These are concededly men's gloves. As men's gloves they
are to pay one dollar a dozen extra. As pique gloves they would pay
oulyfifty cents a dozen extra. They should therefore pay the larger of
the two additional rates, viz., one dollar a dozen. The finding of the
board of appraisers is reversed, and the goods will be classified at the
regular rate specified by paragraph 458, with the additional rate of one
dollar per dozen, prescribed for all men's gloves.

BAUMGARTEN '1,'. M:AGONE.

(Circuit Oourt, S. D. New York. December 19, 18ro.)

1. CUSTOMS DUTIES-CLASSIFICATION-MARBLE BLOCKS.
Small blocks of marble, about half an inch square, used for mosaiCS, mural deco-

rations, and pavements in vestibules, are dutiable under the tariff act of ISb3, either
as "marble in block," or as "manufactures of marble," to the exclusion of the
general clause, "all other manufactures not before enumerated."

2. SIGNIFICATION.
It iss question for the jury whether the words"marble in block" have a special

trade meaning, limiting them to large, roughly-hewed blocks as they come from
the quarry, so as to exclude marble blocks about half an inch square, used in mo-
saics.

8. CONSTITUTE "MANUFACTURES."
The mere fact of the application of labor to an article, either by hand or by

mechanism, does not make it necessarily a "manufactured article," within the
meaning of the tariff laws, unless the labor has been carried to such an extent that
the article suffers a species of transformation, and is changed into a new /lond dif-
ferent article, having a distinctive name, character, or use. U. B. v. Semmer.41
Fed. Rep. 324, followed.

At Law. Action to recover duties paid.
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{or pll/..intiii'. .
U. S. Attr.

CbXE(DistriotJudge,> (charging jury.) . As I stated in your presence,
{have considerable doubtS' upon the 'facts in thiscnse whether or not
there is a question of fact to be submitted to you. There being a doubt,
however, I think it safer to send the case to you, as any mistakes that
are made upon the law can De taken care of hereafter. The plaintiffs
imported into this countr)"small pieces of marble, specimens of which
have been shown you;: concededly, upon this proof they are used for
mosaics, mural decorationS'. ,panels, and sometimes for pavements in
vestibules and upon floors; The collector looked through the tariff act
of 1883 and assessed dutyupon them as "manulactures ofmarble." The
plaintiffs protested, insisting that they were covered by a prior clause in
the act as, "marble in block." Another clause was referred to in their
protest, which does not come before you, however, for the reason that
it seenis to me, so far as this controversy is concerned, that the charac-
ter of these importations must be decided under the two sections to
which your attention has been called. In other words, if theimporta-
tions are not"marble in block" then the clause"manufactures ofmarble"
covers them, rather than the general clause relating to "all manufac-
tures." If they are "manufactures" at all, the clause "manufactures of
marble" is clearly a more specific definition than 111e general clause
which relates to "all other manufactures not before enumerated." So
the q&estion for you to determine is whether the specimen (and they are
concededly upon this proof all alike) which has been shown you-a
small piece of marble about half an inch square-is, or is not a "block
of marble" or "marble in block." The burden is upon the plaintiffs to
satisfy you, by a fair preponderance of. proof, that it is. If you say
that it is not covered by the language"marble in block," your verdict
must be for the defendant. In other words, it is not important upon
this controversy, to decide whether or not the collector is right, if you
find that the plaintiffs are wrong in selecting this statute as covering
their importations, your verdict must be against them.
There are two questions I think 'which should be presented to you:

Ji'ir8t, whether or not the term "marble in block" had any special trade
signification at the time the act of 1883 was passed. I.f it had, then it
may be assumed that congress used the term as it was known by com-
mercial men at the time. As I have, I think, said· in your presence,
such a term, to. have a signification, must be so general that it
may be presumed that congress took notice of it; it must be a term
understood by importers and largedAalers in the country generally, and
not in specific, isolated :instances. One witness has been called upon
that subject, and" he has testified that as known in trade and commerce
"marble in block" related to marble as the blocks came from the quarry,
which were squared and "scabbled offj" and he thought that a marble
block which was less than 10 inches squl1re would not be a merchantable.
article, ann would not be covered by the term "marble in block." It is
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true that but one witness has been sworn upon this subject, and he has
not been contradicted; but in view of all the facts and circumstances of
the case I deem it proper to send the question to you to say whether or
not upon this 'proof the tt:lrrrl "marble inbloek," or "rriatble blocks," had
atrade signification within the definition which I have given yoU. ,If
you 'Say that it had, arid that the term 'c mnrbie in block" as used in
this section of the statute meant a block of marble greater than 10 inches
square. of course it exchuies the importationsof the plaintiff; and your
verdict will be for the defendant. There is no pretense that, if that is
the meaning of that section of the statute, these small cubes of marble
would within the definitiol1 of congress. If, however, you say
that there was no suchisignification as that, then the question arises,
whether ,brnot the importations are "marble in block" or "manufac-tures of ri:iarble." " .,
As to what constitut!lS a "manufact.ure" I will follow the language of

the supreme court in the case referred to by counsel, (Hartranft v. Wieg-
mann, 121U. S. 609, 7 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1240,) but as adapted to a case
which was tried in the circuit court for this district, (U. S. v. Semme:r,

324;) and I 'Will say to yoU, "that tJlemere fact,of the ap.-
plication'ot labor to an article, either by hand or by mechanism, does
not make the article necessarily a manufactured article, within the mean-
ing of that term as used in the tariff laws, unless the application of such
labor is carried to such an extent that the article suffers a species of
transformation, and is changed into a new and different art)cle, having
a distinctive name. 'character. or There is no dispute as to the
manner in which these small cubes of marble are made,-sometimes by
hand, and sometimes by machinery,-andthere is no dispute as to the
uses to which they are put..
So, gentlemen, you will bear in mind that the questions you are to

determine are first. had the term "marble in block" a trade meaning?
I(you say that it had, and that the meaning was properly rlefined by
the witness who testified upon that subject, your verdict will be for the
defendant. If you say that it had 11ot, then the question arises, whether
arnot the importations were covered by the term "marble in block," or
by the term "manufactures of marble;" and. taking in view the law
which I have given you llS to what constitutes a" manufacture" you will
answer that question. If you say that the importations are "marble in
block" and covered by that phrase, your verdict will be for the plain-
tiffs in the sum of $3.99. If you say that the importations are not cov-
ered by that term, your verdict will be for the defendant.
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In re HERTER BRos.

(CirC'u(t Court, S. D. New York. Ootober 18, 189L)

At La",. Application to review a decision of the board of general ap-
praiSel'S as to the classification of certain marble blocks.
W.Wickham Smith. for importers.
'James T. Van Rensselaer. for the United States.

LACOMBE. Circuit Judge. In disposing of this case there Is very little to
84;1d to the suggestions and construction of the statute which appear in the

ot JUdge COXE in,the case of Baumgarten v. Magone. 50 Fed. Rep.
69. which of cOUfSe is the law of this court until reversed. if it ever
shonldJ:tie. by the court of appeals. These articles are manifestly small
blocks of marble, and I cannot find in the testimony sufficient to warrant a
conclusion that the general trade and commerce of this country has given a
special trade meaning to the words "marble in blocks" other and different
trom itll meaning in the speech of everyday life. It may be that it
has. but there is not enougb in this testimony to show that fact. For that
reason. I shall reverse th,edecision of the appraisers, and direct the, assess-
ment OJ: 'duti upon thelia articles as marble in blocks, at 65 per cent.

WHITNEY tI. BOSTON & A. R. Co. et ale
lCircuft Court, D. Ma8sachusetts. April 8, 1892.)

P4TENTS J'Oll INvBNTOB.
, Olle who:is in faot the original and first inventor of aU 'the things oovered by the
several olaims ofhis patent Uj.ay, without filing the disclaimer required by Rev. St..
U. B. § 4922, mairitaill a suit for infringement of such claims as are valid, notwith·
standing that the things covered by the other claims were in public use fo.. more
than 1iwo,yellol"s prior to his application.

In Equity. Suit by Baxter D.Whitney against the Boston&Albany
R/lilroad Company et ale for infringement of a patent. Decree for in-
junction.
c D. Hall Rice, for complainant.
Parkinson'&; ,Parkinson, for defendants.

NELSON, Distric,t Judge. Defendants' motion to withhold a decree in
favor of the plaintiff until the plaintiff shall have disclaimed the 1st, 4th,
5th, 6th, and 7th claims of his patent is denied, upon the ground that,
assuming, as the defendants contend, that the evil;lence in the case proves
that said claims cover what had been in public use and on sale for more
than two years prior to the plaintiff's application for his patent, yet,
since it appears that the plaintiff was the original and first inventor of
the parts of his invention secured by said claims, be is therefore not re-
quired by Rev. St. § 4922, in order to entitle himself to a decree for an


